Is Rasch model analysis applicable in small sample size pilot studies for assessing item characteristics? An example using PROMIS pain behavior item bank data.
Large samples are generally considered necessary for Rasch model to obtain robust item parameter estimates. Recently, small sample Rasch analysis was suggested as preliminary assessment of items' psychometric properties. This study is to evaluate the Rasch analysis results using small sample sizes. Ten PROMIS pain behavior items were used. Random samples of 30, 50, 100, and 250, and a targeted sample of 30 were drawn 10 times each from a total of 800 subjects. Rasch analysis was conducted for each of these samples and the full sample. In the full sample, there were 104 cases of extreme scores, no null categories, two incorrectly ordered items, and four misfit items. For samples of 250, 100, 50, 30, and targeted 30, the average numbers of extreme scores were 42.2, 17.1, 9.6, 6.1, and 1.2; the average numbers of null categories were 1.0, 3.2, 8.7, 13.4, and 8.3; the average numbers of items with incorrectly ordered item parameters were 0.1, 0.8, 2.9, 4.7, and 3.7; and the average numbers of items with fit residuals exceeding ± 2.5 were 0.8, 0.3, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively. Rasch analysis based on small samples (≤ 50) identified a greater number of items with incorrectly ordered parameters than larger samples (≥ 100). However, fewer items were identified as misfitting. Results from small samples led to opposite conclusions from those based on larger samples. Rasch analysis based on small samples should be used for exploratory purposes with extreme caution.